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This book comprises select papers from the international conference on Research in Intelligent and Computing in
Engineering (RICE 2019) held at Hanoi University of Industry, Hanoi, Vietnam. The volume focuses on current research
on various computing models such as centralized, distributed, cluster, grid and cloud. The contents cover recent
advances in wireless sensor networks, mobile ad hoc networks, internet of things, machine learning, grid and cloud
computing, and their various applications. The book will help researchers as well as professionals to gain insight into the
rapidly evolving fields of internet computing and data mining.
This book constitutes the proceedings of the First International Conference on Emerging Trends in Engineering (ICETE),
held at University College of Engineering and organised by the Alumni Association, University College of Engineering,
Osmania University, in Hyderabad, India on 22–23 March 2019. The proceedings of the ICETE are published in three
volumes, covering seven areas: Biomedical, Civil, Computer Science, Electrical & Electronics, Electronics &
Communication, Mechanical, and Mining Engineering. The 215 peer-reviewed papers from around the globe present the
latest state-of-the-art research, and are useful to postgraduate students, researchers, academics and industry engineers
working in the respective fields. Volume 1 presents papers on the theme “Advances in Decision Sciences, Image
Processing, Security and Computer Vision – International Conference on Emerging Trends in Engineering (ICETE)”. It
includes state-of-the-art technical contributions in the area of biomedical and computer science engineering, discussing
sustainable developments in the field, such as instrumentation and innovation, signal and image processing, Internet of
Things, cryptography and network security, data mining and machine learning.
This book is a collection of best selected papers presented at the International Conference on Inventive Computation and
Information Technologies (ICICIT 2020), organized during 24-25 September 2020. The book includes papers in the
research area of information sciences and communication engineering. The book presents novel and innovative research
results in theory, methodology and applications of communication engineering and information technologies.
ICIEMS 2015 is the conference aim is to provide a platform for researchers, engineers, academicians as well as
industrial professionals from all over the world to present their research results and development activities in Engineering
Technology, Industrial Engineering, Application Level Security and Management Science. This conference provides
opportunities for the delegates to exchange new ideas and application experiences face to face, to establish business or
research relations and to find global partners for future collaboration.
“With futuristic homes on the rise, learn to control and automate the living space with intriguing IoT projects.” About This
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Book Build exciting (six) end-to-end home automation projects with Raspberry Pi 3, Seamlessly communicate and control
your existing devices and build your own home automation system, Automate tasks in your home through projects that
are reliable and fun Who This Book Is For This book is for all those who are excited about building home automation
systems with Raspberry Pi 3. It's also for electronic hobbyists and developers with some knowledge of electronics and
programming. What You Will Learn Integrate different embedded microcontrollers and development boards like Arduino,
ESP8266, Particle Photon and Raspberry Pi 3, creating real life solutions for day to day tasks and home automation
Create your own magic mirror that lights up with useful information as you walk up to it Create a system that intelligently
decides when to water your garden and then goes ahead and waters it for you Use the Wi-fi enabled Adafruit ESP8266
Huzzah to create your own networked festive display lights Create a simple machine learning application and build a
parking automation system using Raspberry Pi Learn how to work with AWS cloud services and connect your home
automation to the cloud Learn how to work with Windows IoT in Raspberry Pi 3 and build your own Windows IoT Face
Recognition door locking system In Detail Raspberry Pi 3 Home Automation Projects addresses the challenge of applying
real-world projects to automate your house using Raspberry Pi 3 and Arduino. You will learn how to customize and
program the Raspberry Pi 3 and Arduino-based boards in several home automation projects around your house, in order
to develop home devices that will really rejuvenate your home. This book aims to help you integrate different
microcontrollers like Arduino, ESP8266 Wi-Fi module, Particle Photon and Raspberry Pi 3 into the real world, taking the
best of these boards to develop some exciting home automation projects. You will be able to use these projects in
everyday tasks, thus making life easier and comfortable. We will start with an interesting project creating a Raspberry PiPowered smart mirror and move on to Automated Gardening System, which will help you build a simple smart gardening
system with plant-sensor devices and Arduino to keep your garden healthy with minimal effort. You will also learn to build
projects such as CheerLights into a holiday display, a project to erase parking headaches with OpenCV and Raspberry Pi
3, create Netflix's "The Switch" for the living room and lock down your house like Fort Knox with a Windows IoT face
recognition-based door lock system. By the end of the book, you will be able to build and automate the living space with
intriguing IoT projects and bring a new degree of interconnectivity to your world. Style and approach End to end home
automation projects with Raspberry Pi 3.
Home Automation Via Bluetooth Using the Arduino Uno Microcontroller
This book presents the proceedings of the 1st International Conference on Artificial Intelligence and Computer Visions
(AICV 2020), which took place in Cairo, Egypt, from April 8 to 10, 2020. This international conference, which highlighted
essential research and developments in the fields of artificial intelligence and computer visions, was organized by the
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Scientific Research Group in Egypt (SRGE). The book is divided into sections, covering the following topics: swarmbased optimization mining and data analysis, deep learning and applications, machine learning and applications, image
processing and computer vision, intelligent systems and applications, and intelligent networks.
Smart Cities and intelligence are among the most significant topics in IoT. Intelligence in communication and
infrastructure implementation is at the heart of this concept, and its development is a key issue in smart cities. This book
addresses the challenges in realizing intelligence in smart cities and sensing platforms in the era of cloud computing and
IoT, varying from cost and energy efficiency to availability and service quality. It focuses on both the design and
implementation aspects of artificial intelligence approaches in smart cities and sensing applications that are enabled and
supported by IoT paradigms, and mainly on data delivery approaches and their performability aspects.
The easy way to control your home appliances Do you want to control common household appliances and amenities from your smartphone
or tablet, wherever you happen to be? Home Automation For Dummies guides you through installing and setting up app-controlled devices in
your home, such as heating and air conditioning, lighting, multimedia systems, game consoles, and security and monitoring devices—and
even suggests popular products to consider. The saturation of the mobile market with smart devices has led to an upsurge in domestic
devices, such as thermostats, refrigerators, smoke detectors, security systems, among others, that can be controlled by those devices. Both
Google and Apple offer fully-integrated solutions for connecting mobile devices to home theater and audio systems, and now Google has
branched out into smart thermostats and smoke detectors. If you've caught the bug and want to get your feet wet in this cool new
phenomenon, Home Automation For Dummies gives you plain-English, step-by-step instructions for tech-ifying your home without breaking a
sweat. Provides clear instructions on remotely controlling your home appliances Shows you how to set preferences to automatically adjust
lighting or temperature Explores digital "life hacks" that explain how non-app-ready appliances can be controlled via smart phones using thirdparty go-betweens Covers an emerging segment of the industry that was one of the primary focuses of this year's Consumer Electronic Show
If you're looking to find new ways to simplify and better control your home environment using app-driven devices, your phone, or tablet, Home
Automation For Dummies makes it easier.
With the intriguing development of technologies in several industries, along with the advent of ubiquitous computational resources, there are
now ample opportunities to develop innovative computational technologies in order to solve a wide range of issues concerning uncertainty,
imprecision, and vagueness in various real-life problems. The challenge of blending modern computational techniques with traditional
computing methods has inspired researchers and academics alike to focus on developing innovative computational techniques. In the near
future, computational techniques may provide vital solutions by effectively using evolving technologies such as computer vision, natural
language processing, deep learning, machine learning, scientific computing, and computational vision. A vast number of intelligent
computational algorithms are emerging, along with increasing computational power, which has significantly expanded the potential for
developing intelligent applications. These proceedings of the International Conference on Inventive Computation Technologies [ICICT 2019]
cover innovative computing applications in the areas of data mining, big data processing, information management, and security.
The book focuses on the integration of intelligent communication systems, control systems, and devices related to all aspects of engineering
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and sciences. It contains high-quality research papers presented at the 2nd international conference, ICICCD 2017, organized by the
Department of Electronics, Instrumentation and Control Engineering of University of Petroleum and Energy Studies, Dehradun on 15 and 16
April, 2017. The volume broadly covers recent advances of intelligent communication, intelligent control and intelligent devices. The work
presented in this book is original research work, findings and practical development experiences of researchers, academicians, scientists and
industrial practitioners.
This book features selected papers presented at Third International Conference on Nanoelectronics, Circuits and Communication Systems
(NCCS 2017). Covering topics such as MEMS and nanoelectronics, wireless communications, optical communication, instrumentation, signal
processing, Internet of Things, image processing, bioengineering, green energy, hybrid vehicles, environmental science, weather forecasting,
cloud computing, renewable energy, RFID, CMOS sensors, actuators, transducers, telemetry systems, embedded systems, and sensor
network applications in mines, it is a valuable resource for young scholars, researchers, and academics.
Innovations and Advanced Techniques in Systems, Computing Sciences and Software Engineering includes a set of rigorously reviewed
world-class manuscripts addressing and detailing state-of-the-art research projects in the areas of Computer Science, Software Engineering,
Computer Engineering, and Systems Engineering and Sciences. Innovations and Advanced Techniques in Systems, Computing Sciences
and Software Engineering includes selected papers form the conference proceedings of the International Conference on Systems, Computing
Sciences and Software Engineering (SCSS 2007) which was part of the International Joint Conferences on Computer, Information and
Systems Sciences and Engineering (CISSE 2007).
This in-depth technical guide is an essential resource for anyone involved in the development of “smart mobile wireless technology, including
devices, infrastructure, and applications. Written by researchers active in both academic and industry settings, it offers both a big-picture
introduction to the topic and detailed insights into the technical details underlying all of the key trends. Smart Phone and Next-Generation
Mobile Computing shows you how the field has evolved, its real and potential current capabilities, and the issues affecting its future direction.
It lays a solid foundation for the decisions you face in your work, whether you’re a manager, engineer, designer, or entrepreneur. Covers the
convergence of phone and PDA functionality on the terminal side, and the integration of different network types on the infrastructure side
Compares existing and anticipated wireless technologies, focusing on 3G cellular networks and wireless LANs Evaluates terminal-side
operating systems/programming environments, including Microsoft Windows Mobile, Palm OS, Symbian, J2ME, and Linux Considers the
limitations of existing terminal designs and several pressing application design issues Explores challenges and possible solutions relating to
the next phase of smart phone development, as it relates to services, devices, and networks Surveys a collection of promising applications, in
areas ranging from gaming to law enforcement to financial processing
Abstract: Home automation systems have gained popularity in recent years, paralleling the advances in the concept of the Internet of Things.
The current project presents the implementation of an inexpensive home automation system, within the framework of assistive technology.
The system implementation is based on the Arduino microcontroller, with Bluetooth communications capability, and it is designed for use by
the elderly and people with disabilities. The system is user-friendly, with an intuitive interface implemented on an Android-based smart phone.
Demonstrations show that the system facilitates control of home appliances, lights, heating, cooling systems and security devices by the
intended users, i.e. the elderly and the disabled.
This book includes selected papers from the International Conference on Data Science and Intelligent Applications (ICDSIA 2020), hosted by
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Gandhinagar Institute of Technology (GIT), Gujarat, India, on January 24–25, 2020. The proceedings present original and high-quality
contributions on theory and practice concerning emerging technologies in the areas of data science and intelligent applications. The
conference provides a forum for researchers from academia and industry to present and share their ideas, views and results, while also
helping them approach the challenges of technological advancements from different viewpoints. The contributions cover a broad range of
topics, including: collective intelligence, intelligent systems, IoT, fuzzy systems, Bayesian networks, ant colony optimization, data privacy and
security, data mining, data warehousing, big data analytics, cloud computing, natural language processing, swarm intelligence, speech
processing, machine learning and deep learning, and intelligent applications and systems. Helping strengthen the links between academia
and industry, the book offers a valuable resource for instructors, students, industry practitioners, engineers, managers, researchers, and
scientists alike.

The field of SMART technologies is an interdependent discipline. It involves the latest burning issues ranging from machine
learning, cloud computing, optimisations, modelling techniques, Internet of Things, data analytics, and Smart Grids among others,
that are all new fields. It is an applied and multi-disciplinary subject with a focus on Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic &
Timely system operations combined with Machine intelligence & Real-Time computing. It is not possible for any one person to
comprehensively cover all aspects relevant to SMART Computing in a limited-extent work. Therefore, these conference
proceedings address various issues through the deliberations by distinguished Professors and researchers. The SMARTCOM
2020 proceedings contain tracks dedicated to different areas of smart technologies such as Smart System and Future Internet,
Machine Intelligence and Data Science, Real-Time and VLSI Systems, Communication and Automation Systems. The
proceedings can be used as an advanced reference for research and for courses in smart technologies taught at graduate level.
This volume presents a collection of peer-reviewed, scientific articles from the 14th International Conference on Information
Technology - New Generations, held at Tuscany Suites Hotel in Las Vegas. The proceedings addresses critical areas of
information technology including web technology, communications, computing architectures, software engineering, security, and
data mining.
This book investigates how we as citizens of Society 5.0 borrow the disruptive technologies like Blockchain, IoT, cloud and
software-defined networking from Industry 4.0, with its automation and digitization of manufacturing verticals, to change the way
we think and act in cyberspace incorporated within everyday life. The technologies are explored in Non-IT sectors, their
implementation challenges put on the table, and new directions of thought flagged off. Disruptive Technologies for Society 5.0:
Exploration of New Ideas, Techniques, and Tools is a pathbreaking book on current research, with case studies to comprehend
their importance, in technologies that disrupt the de facto. This book is intended for researchers and academicians and will enable
them to explore new ideas, techniques, and tools.
This book is divided into projects that are explained in a step-by-step format, with practical instructions that are easy to follow. If
you want to build your own home automation systems wirelessly using the Arduino platform, this is the book for you. You will need
to have some basic experience in Arduino and general programming languages, such as C and C++ to understand the projects in
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this book.
As innovators continue to explore and create new developments within the fields of artificial intelligence and computer science,
subfields such as machine learning and the internet of things (IoT) have emerged. Now, the internet of everything (IoE), foreseen
as a cohesive and intelligent connection of people, processes, data, and things, is theorized to make internet connections more
valuable by converting information into wise actions that create unprecedented capabilities, richer experiences, and economic
opportunities to all players in the market. Harnessing the Internet of Everything (IoE) for Accelerated Innovation Opportunities
discusses the theoretical, design, evaluation, implementation, and use of innovative technologies within the fields of IoE, machine
learning, and IoT. Featuring research on topics such as low-power electronics, mobile technology, and artificial intelligence, this
book is ideally designed for computer engineers, software developers, investigators, advanced-level students, professors, and
professionals seeking coverage on the various contemporary theories, technologies, and tools in IoE engineering.
Advances in computing, communications, and control have bridged the physical components of reality and cyberspace leading to
the smart internet of things (IoT). The notion of IoT has extraordinary significance for the future of several industrial domains.
Hence, it is expected that the complexity in the design of IoT applications will continue to increase due to the integration of several
cyber components with physical and industrial systems. As a result, several smart protocols and algorithms are needed to
communicate and exchange data between IoT devices. Smart Devices, Applications, and Protocols for the IoT is a collection of
innovative research that explores new methods and techniques for achieving reliable and efficient communication in recent
applications including machine learning, network optimization, adaptive methods, and smart algorithms and protocols. While
highlighting topics including artificial intelligence, sensor networks, and mobile network architectures, this book is ideally designed
for IT specialists and consultants, software engineers, technology developers, academicians, researchers, and students seeking
current research on up-to-date technologies in smart communications, protocols, and algorithms in IoT.
This document provides info. to organizations on the security capabilities of Bluetooth and provide recommendations to
organizations employing Bluetooth technologies on securing them effectively. It discusses Bluetooth technologies and security
capabilities in technical detail. This document assumes that the readers have at least some operating system, wireless networking,
and security knowledge. Because of the constantly changing nature of the wireless security industry and the threats and
vulnerabilities to the technologies, readers are strongly encouraged to take advantage of other resources (including those listed in
this document) for more current and detailed information. Illustrations.
Smart Home Automation with Linux and Raspberry Pi shows you how to automate your lights, curtains, music, and more, and
control everything via a laptop or mobile phone. You'll learn how to use Linux, including Linux on Raspberry Pi, to control
appliances and everything from kettles to curtains, including how to hack game consoles and even incorporate LEGO Mindstorms
into your smart home schemes. You’ll discover the practicalities on wiring a house in terms of both and power and networking,
along with the selection and placement of servers. There are also explanations on handling communication to (and from) your
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computer with speech, SMS, email, and web. Finally, you’ll see how your automated appliances can collaborate to become a
smart home. Smart Home Automation with Linux was already an excellent resource for home automation, and in this second
edition, Steven Goodwin will show you how a house can be fully controlled by its occupants, all using open source software and
even open source hardware like Raspberry Pi and Arduino.

This conference proceedings summarizes invited publications from the two IDES (Institute of Doctors Engineers and
Scientists) International conferences, both held in Bangalore/ India.
Learn the art of bringing the Internet of Things into your projects with the power of JavaScript About This Book This is a
practical guide to help you configure and build a complete distributed IoT system from scratch using JavaScript Utilize the
power of Node and HTML5 to develop web services and a centralized web server, enabling high-level communication
between connected devices Control all your connected devices from the browser by setting up a common dashboard
Who This Book Is For This book is for developers who are interested in learning how to communicate with connected
devices in JavaScript to set up an IoT system. Some basic knowledge of JavaScript is expected. Hobbyists who want to
explore the potential of IoT in JavaScript will also find this book useful. What You Will Learn Develop the skills to
connected devices prepared the field to interact with the devices in a network system Internet of Things Find out how to
connect sensors and actuators to the devices Send data to a web server connected devices Understand Internet of
things using web services and database Configure a dashboard using HTML5 and JavaScript Control devices connected
from a dashboard Monitor different devices from the dashboard Build an app for a smartphone to control different devices
In Detail The Internet of Things (IoT) is an entirely new platform for developers and engineers, but one thing that remains
consistent as we move into this new world, are the programming languages. JavaScript is the most widely used language
over the Internet, and with IoT gaining momentum, you will learn how to harness the power of JavaScript to interact with
connected devices. This book will teach you how to interact with endpoint devices by developing web services in
JavaScript and also set up an interface to control all connected devices. This book begins with setting up a centralized
web server that serves as a hub for all connected devices. The book then progresses further towards building web
services to facilitate high-level communication between connected devices. Using Arduino and Raspberry Pi Zero as
endpoint devices, the book will show you how devices can communicate with each other, perform a wide range of tasks,
and also be controlled from a centralized location using JavaScript. The book ends with creating a hybrid app to control
the devices that can be run from a browser or installed on a smartphone. Style and approach This book offers step-bystep guidance on how to set up a distributed IoT system using JavaScript. It will teach you how to interact with endpoint
devices by developing web services in JavaScript and also set up an interface for controlling all connected devices.
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ICT technologies have contributed to the advances in wireless systems, which provide seamless connectivity for
worldwide communication. The growth of interconnected devices and the need to store, manage, and process the data
from them has led to increased research on the intersection of the internet of things and cloud computing. The Handbook
of Research on the IoT, Cloud Computing, and Wireless Network Optimization is a pivotal reference source that provides
the latest research findings and solutions for the design and augmentation of wireless systems and cloud computing. The
content within this publication examines data mining, machine learning, and software engineering, and is designed for IT
specialists, software engineers, researchers, academicians, industry professionals, and students.
The proceedings gather a selection of refereed papers presented at the 7th International Conference on Kansei
Engineering and Emotion Research 2018 (KEER 2018), which was held in Kuching, Malaysia from 19 to 22 March 2018.
The contributions address the latest advances in and innovative applications of Kansei Engineering and Emotion
Research. The subjects include: Kansei, Emotion and Games Kansei, Emotion and Computing Kansei, Emotion and
Wellbeing / Quality of Life Kansei, Emotion and Design Kansei, Emotion and Health / Ergonomics Kansei, Emotion and
Multidisciplinary Fields Kansei, Emotion and Culture Kansei, Emotion and Social computing Kansei, Emotion and
Evaluation Kansei, Emotion and User Experience The book offers a valuable resource for all graduate students,
experienced researchers and industrial practitioners interested in the fields of user experience/usability, engineering
design, human factors, quality management, product development and design.
Easy access to digital information in every form is something which has become indispensable given our ever-increasing
reliance on digital technology. But such access would not be possible without the reliable and effective infrastructure
which has led to the large-scale development of web technologies. This book presents the 27 papers delivered at the 6th
International Conference on Applications of Digital Information and Web Technologies (ICADIWT), held in February
2015, at the University of Macau, Macau. The book is divided into seven sections: Internet communication, humancomputer interaction, adaptive web applications, data communication, cloud computing, systems engineering, and data
mining. Since each paper is a survey contributed by different experts from very many countries, this book can be seen as
a collection of the current research trends in the field and hence it will be of interest to all those whose work involves
digital information and web technology.
Shows you how to automate your lights, curtains, music, and more, and control everything via a laptop or mobile phone.
This volume contains 95 papers presented at FICTA 2014: Third International Conference on Frontiers in Intelligent
Computing: Theory and Applications. The conference was held during 14-15, November, 2014 at Bhubaneswar, Odisha,
India. This volume contains papers mainly focused on Data Warehousing and Mining, Machine Learning, Mobile and
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Ubiquitous Computing, AI, E-commerce & Distributed Computing and Soft Computing, Evolutionary Computing, Bioinspired Computing and its Applications.
iirdem
The book introduces concepts, principles, methods and procedures that will be valuable to students and scholars in thinking about
existing organization systems, proposing new systems and working with management professionals in implementing new
information systems. This book of Information Systems and Management Science (proceedings of ISMS 2020) is intended to be
used as a reference by students and researchers who collect scientific and technical contributions with respect to models, tools,
technologies and applications in the field of information systems and management science. This textbook shows how to exploit
information systems in a technology-rich management field.
Security and smart spaces are among the most significant topics in IoT nowadays. The implementation of secured smart spaces is
at the heart of this concept, and its development is a key issue in the next generation IoT. This book addresses major security
aspects and challenges in realizing smart spaces and sensing platforms in critical Cloud and IoT applications. The book focuses
on both the design and implementation aspects of security models and strategies in smart that are enabled by wireless sensor
networks and RFID systems. It mainly examines seamless data access approaches and encryption and decryption aspects in
reliable IoT systems.
Build a versatile home automation system from scratch. There are many ways of controlling home appliances with your
smartphones, voice, gestures, etc. This book dives into the many options for for communicating with appliances wirelessly and
we’ll discuss and implement the leading protocols in the field. In first few chapters, you will develop a basic understanding of the
Raspberry Pi and how one can control it wirelessly from anywhere in the world. Then you’ll get to know about the local server for
your home automation projects and control the Raspberry Pi GPIOs using smartphone and web apps. Every appliance will be able
to talk to each other, as well, with the help of mesh networking, which you’ll learn to implement. The user interface is also an
important aspect of handling all the appliances, so you’ll create your own user dashboard using OpenHAB. From there, you can
monitor all the appliances and sensor data in one environment. Next, implement your own custom voice assistant to control your
appliances and perform basic tasks like playing music, checking weather, etc. You’ll also integrate a smart door bell into your
system using image processing so that you can restrict an unknown person’s entry. Finally, we’ll combine all the knowledge that
we have learned to make a fully versatile home automation project controlled using voice, gestures, and image processing.
Throughout this whole project, Raspberry Pi will be your master server or node and other devices will be connected wirelessly
using wi-fi/Bluetooth modules. Create a smart home with fully custom interfaces to do exactly what you need! What You'll Learn
Create a user interface using openHAB Implement the MQTT protocol Install Alexa and Google Home API to control appliances
wirelessly Who This Book Is For Enthusiasts with a working knowledge of the Raspberry Pi, electronic engineering, and Python
programming. This book will also interest hobbyists and students from Computer Science or related disciplines.
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Throughout human history, technological advancements have been made for the ease of human labor. With our most recent
advancements, it has been the work of scholars to discover ways for machines to take over a large part of this labor and reduce
human intervention. These advancements may become essential processes to nearly every industry. It is essential to be
knowledgeable about automation so that it may be applied. Research Anthology on Cross-Disciplinary Designs and Applications of
Automation is a comprehensive resource on the emerging designs and application of automation. This collection features a
number of authors spanning multiple disciplines such as home automation, healthcare automation, government automation, and
more. Covering topics such as human-machine interaction, trust calibration, and sensors, this research anthology is an excellent
resource for technologists, IT specialists, computer engineers, systems and software engineers, manufacturers, engineers,
government officials, professors, students, healthcare administration, managers, CEOs, researchers, and academicians.
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